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Starting with the landslide election victory of the Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi,
AKP) in 2002 and continuing well into the mid-2010s,
Turkey was long portrayed in the West as a model for
Middle Eastern countries, with its moderate Muslim outlook, EU membership candidacy, and integration with
global capitalism. Yet, soon after the harsh government
response to the Gezi protests of 2013, the illusionary allure of the AKP’s “Turkish model” began to wane. As successive AKP governments adopt increasingly authoritarian and hardline policies, the “Turkish model” has almost
entirely lost its allure as a model of democratization.[1]
Instead, as the AKP strengthens its grip on the levers of
power, we are witnessing the emergence of a form of
governance that has been described as competitive authoritarianism[2] or as a weak authoritarian regime.[3]
This emerging regime, which is commonly referred to as
“New Turkey” (Yeni Türkiye) by pundits and critics alike,
pushes forth a pious conservative, Islamist, and nationalist cultural agenda whilst maintaining a strictly neoliberal economic outlook.

Within such a landscape, accumulating and preserving
political capital has become a crucial factor in determining the future of a media organization.[6] This alliance
between media patrons and the government has led to
the almost total collapse of editorial independence, a decline in legal freedoms necessary for investigative journalism, and the intolerant persecution of dissent. Over
the past decade, Turkey has steadily cruised toward the
bottom of press freedom rankings published by organizations such as Reports without Borders and is currently
the only European Union candidate country without a
free press. Sadly enough, it has also become one of the
countries with the highest number of imprisoned journalists, surpassing even China and Russia.

Within such a context, Media in New Turkey: The Origins of an Authoritarian Neoliberal State is an attempt to
comprehend the trends that have contributed to the current state of mass media in Turkey. Relying on a perspective informed by the political economy approach, Bilge
Yeşil’s book charts the historical evolution of mediamilitary-state relationships in the post-1980 period, docMass media is one of the battlegrounds where the umenting how both economic and ideological challenges
transition into the emerging regime is most keenly felt. to hegemonic alliances governing the country have reOften using a carrot and stick strategy to entice (or force) shaped the media. As such, the first chapter of the book
client corporations to buy broadcasting outlets and be- goes back to the early years of the Turkish Republic
come media patrons, the AKP has successfully consoli- and provides a comprehensive overview of how Kemaldated its control over broadcasting and mass media.[4] ist ideology, by severing all ties to the Ottoman past,
While much has been written about both the consolida- managed to establish a statist, nationalist, and seculartion and effects of AKP hegemony, it suffices to say that ist media culture that lasted until the 1980s. Yeşil arthe contemporary mass media landscape is dominated gues that state-owned radio and TV broadcasting was
by forces whose corporate interests are deeply vested instrumentalized by the Kemalist tutelage to promote a
in maintaining clientelist relationships with the AKP.[5] secular-laicist Turkish national identity while systemat-
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ically delegitimizing and ignoring ethnic, linguistic, and
religious minorities in Turkey.

casting. In a situation wherein mass media deliberately
chose not to provide live coverage of what was happening in Gezi Park, social media established its credentials
The second chapter documents how the Turkish state, as a viable resource for both information and mobilizain the face of mounting economic debt during the 1980s, tion. Later that year, social media (Twitter in particuwas forced into privatization and neoliberal restructuring lar) was used to release a spate of corruption allegations
of national industries. This resulted in broad investment
against the inner circle of Recep Tayyip Erdogan, his famin the telecommunications sector, the establishment of
ily, and AKP cabinet ministers. This, Yeşil argues, reprivate radio and television channels during the 1990s, sulted in the state legislating a series of legal measures
and the rise of commercial broadcasting. The third chap- intended to eliminate potential threats from social media,
ter provides a review of the turbulent 1990s, outlining resulting in the restriction of online media sites, imposihow the Kemalist tutelage attempted to use the mass me- tion of media blackouts, and surveillance of online and
dia to suppress Kurdish and Islamist challenges to the
offline private data.[7]
status quo. Yeşil suggests that during this decade, the
Kurdish movement was perceived by the state as a threat
In short, Bilge Yeşil’s book is a fantastic introduction
to the unity of the nation-state while the Islamists were for those wanting to develop an understanding of the
seen as a threat to the secularist order. The establish- complex relationship between politics, economics, and
ment of pro-Kurdish and Islamist broadcasting channels the media in contemporary Turkey. I strongly recomwere vigorously suppressed and a nationalist-secularist mend this highly readable, well-researched book to both
discourse portraying “the Kurdish conflict and the rise an academic and a lay audience.
of political Islam as threats to national unity and state
Notes
survival” (p. 50) prevailed in both state and commercial
broadcasting. Ultimately, the rise of political Islam dur[1]. Cihan Tuğal, The Fall of the Turkish Model: How
ing this period proved to be unassailable, with Islamist the Arab Uprisings Brought Down Islamic Liberalism (Lonpolitic parties dominating Turkish politics from the mid- don: Verso, 2016).
1990s onward. Escalating tension between the Kemalist
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decline in press freedoms. The final chapter of the book Development and Cooperation, pro-government corpoevaluates the impact of the Gezi Park protests and 2013 rate mass media in Turkey commands access to around
corruption allegations on both mass and social media. 45 percent of all audiences. Of the twenty-six national
The former event, Yeşil argues, established social media newspapers, eighteen are owned by corporations with
as an alternative to more conventional forms of broad2
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close ties to the AKP. A very similar scenario holds valid
for television channel ownership.
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